2. The surface area function and mixed volumes. By a "convex body" we shall mean a compact, convex subset of «-dimensional Euclidean space En. We shall denote the standard unit ball in En by U, so U={xeEn : \x\ g 1}. Then the boundary of U, denoted by 8U, is {x e En : |*| = 1}. We do not index U, hoping that its dimension will always be evident from context. If A is a real number, and £<=£", then XS={Xx : xeS}. If Sx,..., 5,c£n, then Sx+---+Sr = {*i+---+ xr : XteSi, i = 1,..., r}. A, B<=En are "homothetic" if A is a translate of XB, for some A>0. (see [4, p. 50] ). The following conditions concerning equality in (2.2) will be important [4, p. 51] . A convex body in En is said to be "regular" if it has nonvoid interior and its boundary is a hypersurface of class C2 having everywhere positive curvature. Now suppose Cl5..., Cn_r_s are regular, and Zvlt K2 each have dimension at least r + s. Then if equality holds in (2.2), Kx and K2 are homothetic. For a detailed account of mixed volumes, see [3] , [4] .
Let 89 be the field of Borel subsets of the unit sphere dU. Let Kx,..., Kn-x be convex bodies with nonvoid interior in En. The "mixed surface area function," denoted by S(Kx,..., Kn-x', 0J), is a certain completely additive set function, defined for we Sä, having the property that for any convex body ZC0<=Fn,
where K0(u) is the supporting function of K0, and the integral on the right-hand side of (2.3) is the Radon-Stieltjes integral of K0(u) with respect to S(Kx,..., Kn-x', <*>)-One calls S(K; w) = S(K,..., K; w) the "surface area function" of K.
For properties of these set functions, see [1] , [4] , [7] . Let Kx,..., Kn _ x be convex bodies in En, and let uedU. Let K[,..., Kñ _ x be the orthogonal projections of Klt •. -, /d-i respectively on the (n-l)-dimensional subspace orthogonal to u. Then the "mixed brightness" o(Kx,..., Kn_x; u) of K~x,..., Kn _x is defined to be the («-l)-dimensional mixed volume V(K'X,.. .,Kn^x).
If we let [u] denote the closed segment joining u to the origin, then we have [3, p. 45] o(Kx,..., K"-x, ")= V(K'X,..., K-i)=nV(Kx,..., Kn.x, [u] ). lfKx = K2= ■ ■ ■ -Kn^x = K, we write a(K; u) = o(K,..., K;u), and this is the (n -l)-dimensional volume of the orthogonal projection of K onto the subspace orthogonal to u. We refer to o(K; u) as the "brightness" of Kin the direction u. [3] follows from (2.4), by integrating both sides with respect to v over dU and applying (2.3) with K0 = V.
Using the same kind of convention used in the notation for mixed volumes, in the following we set S(K, r; C; w) = S(K,..., K,CX,..., Cn_r_x; w), and o(K, r; C; u) = o(K,..., K,CX,..., Cn.r.x; u), where K appears r times. Also S(K, r; E; oe) = S(K,..., K, E,..., E;oj), and <j(K, r; E; u) = a(K,..., K, E,..., E;u), where K appears r times and E appears n -r-l times. It follows from (2.8) and (2.9) that equality holds in (2.9), so Kx is homothetic to K2. Setting Kx = x+XK2 in (2.8) shows that A= 1, so Kx is in fact a translate of K2, as was to be proved. .., C¿_, are each (n -l)-dimensional, and K[ is of dimension at least r-1, so the above mixed volume must be >0 ( [3, p. 41] ). This contradiction shows that the total mass of 3>( does not lie on a great (n -2)-sphere. By [7, p. 16] , <f>¡ is the surface area function of a convex body MK with nonvoid interior in En. Since G\(ü») = 5>i( -o>), M¡ is centrally symmetric. By (A) and (2.4), a(Mx; u) = o(M2; u), u e dU. Then Theorem 1 (with r=n, M¡ -K¡, i = 1, 2) implies Mx is a translate of M2, so <&x(w) = 3>2(cu), a> e 38, as was to be proved.
Corollary.
Let E be a centrally symmetric convex body with nonvoid interior in En. Let K be a convex body of dimension ^r+l such that a(K, r; E; u) = o(E; u), u e dU.
Then S(K, r; E; w) + S(K, r, E;-w) = 2S(E; m). 
Conversely, if K has dimension ä 2, and E is regular and centrally symmetric with center at the origin in En, then (B) implies that K+( -K) = 2E.
Proof. lfK+(-K) = 2E,then
Conversely, if (B) holds and E= -E, then 2o(E; u) = o(K+(-K), l;E;u) for all u e SÍ7. By Theorem 1, with the given conditions on A and E, K+(-K) = 2E. This completes the proof.
Let E be a centrally symmetric convex body with nonvoid interior and center at the origin in En. Let Kbe a convex body in En. If K+( -K) = 2E, then (C) S(K, l;E;w)+S(K,l;E;-cS) = 2S(E; m), coeSS.
Conversely, if K has dimension ^ 2, and E is regular, then (C) implies that
Proof. If K+(-K)=2E, then (B) of Theorem 3 holds, so (C) follows from Theorem 2. ((C) also follows, more directly, from the linearity of the mixed surface area function in each argument.) Conversely, if (C) is satisfied, then a(K, 1 ; E; u) = c(E; u), u e 8U, so K+(-K) = 2E by Theorem 3. Remark. Let V be the unit ball in E3. Let x0, -x0 be points outside U, and let E be the convex hull of {V, x0, -x0}. Then F is a centrally symmetric "cap-body" of U. An easy computation shows that o(U, E;u) = a(E;u); hence S(U,E;w) = S(E; w), by the corollary to Theorem 2. However U+(-U)^2E; hence some condition, such as regularity, is needed on E in the second half of Theorem 3 and its corollary. 3 . Sets of constant relative width. Let £ be a convex body with nonvoid interior in En. Let E(u) denote the supporting function of E, and let Bx(u) = E(u) + E( -u), uedU,be the "width function" of E. Bx(u) is the distance between the supporting hyperplanes of E orthogonal to the direction u. If K is any convex body in En, then the "relative width" of K in the direction u is defined to be 2Z?2(«)/Z?1(w), where B2(u) = K(u) + K( -u) is the width function of K. K is said to have "constant relative width" if its relative width is constant. If a>0, then K has constant relative width 2a if and only if K+(-K) = a(E+( -E)). One also says, in this case, that K and aE are "equivalent in width" (see [11] ). If E is centrally symmetric, with center at the origin, then K has constant relative width a>0 if and only if K+( -K) = aE. If E= U, this gives the ordinary sets of constant width a.
If F is a fixed convex body in En, then we shall define the "relative r-girth function" of K<=En to be o(K, r; E;u), ue 8U. In case E= U, we call this simply the "r-girth function." Theorem 3 implies that if E is regular, then K has constant relative width if and only if its relative 1-girth is proportional to o(E; u). In case E= U, this yields the well-known result: Zv<=Fn has constant width if and only if it has constant 1-girth. In the case « = 3, the 1-girth is half the perimeter of the orthogonal projection of K onto a plane orthogonal to u-that is, half the "girth" of K in the direction u. Hence we have the theorem that K<^E3 has constant width if and only if it has constant girth [8] .
Theorem 1 imples that if Fis regular, then two centrally symmetric convex bodies having the same relative r-girth function are translates of each other. In particular, when E= U, one has that the only centrally symmetric sets with constant /--girth are spheres, and as a further subcase, the only centrally symmetric sets of constant brightness are spheres [8, p. 14].
4. Relative differential geometry. In this section, E will be a regular, centrally symmetric convex body with center at the origin in En. We shall use E as the unit sphere for a relative differential geometry [3, p. 64] .
If S is any smooth oriented hypersurface, we have the "Gauss mapping" or "mapping by parallel normals": 5-> dU, defined by sending x e S into u e dU, where u is the unit normal of S at x. If Sx is the tangent space of S at x, then we denote by L(S, x) the canonical linear mapping of Sx into the tangent space of dU at u, associated with the Gauss mapping (one also can identify L(S, x) with a linear mapping of Sx into Sx). Let Ee denote the tangent space of dE at the point e having the same unit normal as S at x. Then we can define the linear mapping J : Sx^-Ee by J=L~1(8E, e)L(S, x)./is then, in fact, the canonical linear mapping associated with the mapping of 5 into BE by parallel normals. If S is also the boundary of a regular convex body, then L(S, x) is invertible, for each x e S, and J~1=L'1(S, x)L(BE, e). In this case we can write J=J(u), without ambiguity, where u is the outward unit normal of S at x and BE at e. The " relative principal radii of curvature," Rx,..., Rn-X, of S at x, are the reciprocals of the eigenvalues of J. We will always use the convention Rx ^ R2 á • • ■ ál,^. The "relative principal directions" are the eigenvectors of 7 (see [17] , [3, where K' is homothetic to K. Hence, from (2.3), V(M, 1; K', r; E, n-r-l) = V(M, E,..., E) for all convex bodies M. Then, the same sort of argument used in Theorem 1 (from (2.7)) establishes that K' is homothetic to E; hence K is homothetic to E. For an alternate proof, and further references, see [3, p. 118] . Some of the integral formulas of relative differential geometry follow from (4.4). For example, (4.4) implies that if K0 is any convex body, then ni"'l\ V(K0, l;K,r; E, n-r-1) = ("~l\ J K0(u)S(K, r; E; du) (4.5) = f K0(u){Rx-■ ■ Rr}S(E; du).
JdU
This contains, as a special case, formulas on page 65 of [3] , by taking K0 = K, or K0~E.
As another consequence of (4.4), we have, In particular, Fx(K, u) + Fx(K, -u) = (n-l)y, u e 8U.
Proof. If x = x(u) and e = e(u), uedU, are the normal representations of 8K and 8E respectively, we have x(u) -x( -u) = ye(u), ue8U. Hence, dx ( -u 
, where I is the identity map. Therefore, J~ 1( -u) = yI-J~ 1(u). Since the eigenvalues of /_1(M) are Rx(u), ..., Rn-x(u), and those of J~*(-u) are Rx(-u),..., Rn _!(-«), the theorem follows from the last equation (recall the R^u) are ordered by magnitude).
5. Nakajima [13] proved that in E3 the only regular convex body of constant width which also has constant brightness is the sphere. In this section we generalize that result with Theorem 6 . Let E be a centrally symmetric, regular convex body in E3, with center at the origin. Let K be a regular convex body having constant relative width and constant relative brightness (so K+( -K) is homothetic to E and o(K; u) is proportional to o(E; u)). Then K is homothetic to E. Proof. We have (i) Ä+(-A') = 2aF, for some a>0, and (ii) a(K; u)=ßo(E; u), for all u e 8U, some ß>0. By the corollary to Theorem 2, and Theorem 4, (ii) implies that
Hence, using Theorem 5,
The existence of an umbilical point of BK (that is, a £ such that RX($) = R2(^)) follows as in the ordinary Euclidean case. Choosing « = <f in (5.2) yields It follows that K and E are homothetic (see [9] , [14] , [15] , [18, p. 257] ). This completes the proof.
6. Inequalities for the difference body volume. In this section we give some sharpenings of an inequality for the volume of the difference body of a convex body in E2 and F3.
Let AT be a convex body in En. The difference body measure of symmetry,
One has, by the Rogers-Shephard inequality [16] , ■0" Let K be a convex body with nonvoid interior in En. Choose the origin such that
From (2.1) and (6.4), we have in E3,
From (6.3) and (6.5), one obtains V(K+ (-K)) ¿20V(K), a special case of the left-hand inequality in (6.2). If equality holds here, then (6.5) implies Xa^^, so Kis a simplex by the condition for equality in (6.3). The analogue of (6.5) for E2, and (6.3), yields A(K+(-K))^6A(K), with equality only for the triangle (A(K) denotes the area of K in E2). Thus (6.5) and its plane analogue can be considered sharpenings of the inequality (6.2) in the cases n=2, 3. If we set
then v3 is an affine invariant measure of symmetry for convex bodies in E3. One has 2/5 ^ v3(K) ^ 1, with equality on the left-hand side if and only if K is a simplex, and on the right if and only if ZCis centrally symmetric. Algebraic rearrangement of (6.5) yields the following relation between the measures of symmetry 83 and v3:
If K is either centrally symmetric, or a simplex, then equality holds in (6.6). It would be interesting to know precisely for which K equality holds in (6.6). In F2, let A(K) represent the area of K. Define v2(ZO = 2A2(Zi)/(A2(Zv)+l).
Then v2 is an affine invariant measure of symmetry for plane convex bodies, with £Sv2(Zv)g 1. Equality holds on the left only for triangles, and on the right only for centrally symmetric sets. One has, by arguments similar to the above, (6.7) v2(K) <, 82(K).
Let F be a fixed convex body in En. Then the "relative inradius" of any convex body K is the largest number r such that K contains a translate of rE, and the "relative circumradius" is the smallest R such that A"is contained in a translate of RE. In particular, suppose E=K+(-K), so Ais of constant relative width 1 in the relative geometry with E as unit sphere. Let r and R be the relative inradius and relative circumradius respectively of K. With an appropriate translation, we may assume K<=RE, so K(u)iRE(u), ueBU. It follows that (1 -R)E(u) = E(u) -RE(u)^K(u) + K(-u)-K(u) = K(-u), ueBU, so (l-R)E<=K. Thus r^l-R.
A similar argument shows R^l-r. Thus r + R= 1. Moreover, it is clear from the argument that the relative insphere and relative circumsphere are concentric; i.e., by translating A appropriately, we have rE^K^RE.
Precisely the same sort of argument which led to (6.4) yields (6.8) V(K) s> ((l-R)IR)V(-K, K,...,K).
Just as (6.5) followed from (6.4), it follows from (6.8) that (6.9) V(K+(-K))^(2(l+2R)l(l-R))V(K), A<=F3,
where R is the relative circumradius of K, relative to K+(-K).
The "Jung constant" of A, 7(A), is the smallest number a having the following property. Whenever S is such that each pair of its points can be covered by a translate of A, then S can be covered by a translate of aA. Now let F= K+ (-K). Then 2A can be covered by a translate of J(E)E. But 2RE is the smallest homothet of E which covers 2A; hence, for convex bodies in En, we have (6.10) 2Ä á 7(F) = 7(A+(-A)).
This implies, from (6.9), that (6.11) V(K+(-K)) fi (4(1 +J(E))I(2-J(E))V(K), A c E3,
where E=K+(-K). Bohnenblust [2] proved that J(E)S2n/(n+l), for centrally symmetric convex bodies E^En, «S2. Taking n = 3 and substituting in (6.11) yields V(K+(-K))-¿20V(K). Thus (6.11) is another sharpening of the difference body inequality in F3. Similar arguments yield, for plane convex bodies, (6.12) A(K + (-K)) g (4¡(2-J(E))A(K), A c E2.
If AcE3 is an ordinary set of constant width 1, then E=K+(-K)=U. It is known that J(V) = (3ß)112 in F3. Substitution of this in (6.11), together with V(K+(-K)) = 4tt¡3,yields (6.13) K(A) ^ (t7/3)(3(6),/2-7) « .365, a lower bound for the volume of sets of constant width 1 in F3 also found in [5] .
